
-Rockstar Cheer Rhode Island- 
Season 3 Video Team Placements 

Here at Rockstar Cheer, our athlete selection process is ran as team, "evaluations" rather than "tryouts". 

We do this intentionally, not turning away cheerleaders who have the desire, determination and resources 

to commit to our program. Rockstar Cheer Rhode Island welcomes athletes of all skill levels and ages 

each year. We look forward to making Season 3 our greatest one yet! 

Whether you're someone new to cheerleading, a former gymnast, or a seasoned veteran cheerleader, know 

that we have a place for you! We are already busy at work preparing for the 2020-2021 season which will 

be our 3rd YEAR providing New England with quality cheerleading, tumbling, and fitness instruction. 

REGISTRATION FEES: 
 

RETURNING ALL STAR | NEW ALL STAR 

 Paid By 3/19: $40 | $50 

 Paid By 4/19: $50 | $60 

 Paid After 4/19: $70 | $90 

For those who are unfamiliar with our evaluation process, an athlete typically participates in a large group 

session with cheerleaders of the same skill level. Groups of 4 cheerleaders at a time perform both required 

and bonus tumbling and jump elements in front of the judges panel. This process is repeated for all levels, 

concluding with athlete rubrics being reviewed then placed on a roster to create our teams. 

With the state of Rhode Island in the middle of phase one reopening, we have chosen to solidify our plans 

by hosting our first ever video submission evaluation. 

The video evaluation process will allow incoming and returning athletes the opportunity to share their 

skills while following state guidelines. Once we have collected this information, it will also allow us to 

begin constructing our 2020-2021 all-star teams. Videos may be submitted starting on Wednesday, 

May 20th and concluding on Sunday, May 24th.  

1) COMPLETE YOUR EVALUATION PACKET: 
 

 Evaluation packets can be found under the “FORMS” page on our website.  

 Please complete and EMAIL TO: RockstarSeason3@gmail.com 

 Please list athletes first and last name in the email subject line.  

2)  IDENTIFY THE LEVEL(S) YOU’D LIKE CONSIDERATION FOR: 

 All Rockstar Athletes must demonstrate the outlined tumble skill requirements from the chart 

below, in addition to specified jump skills for their desired level.  
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Supporting individual videos from classes, privates, open gyms, competitions, etc. will all be accepted as 

long as the video follows the guidelines below:   

 The athlete must be clearly visible and the video must not be older than 6 months. 

 Skills to be considered must be performed on a standard performance surface, rod floor, or air 

track.  Skills submitted on a trampoline will NOT be accepted.  

 Please submit skills in individual video clips. 

 Level 1 and Non Tumble athletes may submit optional tumbling skill videos. 

*New athletes to cheer who have no prior tumbling, gymnastics, or experience may skip this step.* 



3) JUMP DEMONSTARTION VIDEOS: 

 Please submit video of the following jumps: 

o Toe Touch 

o Right Hurdler 

o Left Hurdler 

o Pike 

o Any 3 Jump Combination 

 

DRESS ATTIRE: 

Females - sports bra and/or t-shirt, shorts or leggings, socks & sneakers, hair in a high ponytail with a 

matching bow, absolutely no jewelry. Videos submitted in competition day attire from past events is also 

fine.  

Males - t-shirt, shorts, socks & sneakers, hair should be clean cut and face should be clean-shaven, 

absolutely no jewelry. Videos submitted in competition day attire from past events is also fine.  

FLYERS: 

A flyer is a very prestigious yet demanding position on any team and especially here at Rockstar Cheer.  

It requires an extreme amount of focus, personality and often many additional hours of intense training. 

Any female athlete that would like to be considered as a POTENTIAL flyer for the season must also 

include flyer body position photos. Pictures may be taken on the floor or using a stunt stand. Prior 

experience is a plus but not a necessity. Please keep in mind that being evaluated DOES NOT 

GUARANTEE an athlete will fly. Criteria to be considered will include height, weight, flexibility, 

balance, personality and poise. Please submit in your placement email photos of the following 6 body 

positions below (on both legs). 

               

                     Heel Stretch                                                                                        Front Stretch 

  

 

               

        Bow N’ Arrow                 Arabesque  

 

 

                      Scorpion                   Scale 

 



NON TUMBLE: 

Please submit jump videos. Those wishing for flyer consideration please submit photos of body 

positions, in addition to your breakdown of skill experience. Any individuals looking to be 

considered for non-tumble team, please also share any highlight stunt videos and point out your 

position in the group. You may submit optional tumble videos if you would like.  

TEAM ANNOUNCMENTS: 

The Results of our 2020 Season 3 Team Placements will be shared via email on the evening of 

Wednesday, May 27th. 

MANDATORY PARENT ZOOM: 

Mandatory Parent Meetings for Season 3 will be posted in the athlete placement email. We will have a 

Zoom video conference to go over our handbook, season information, and any questions you may have 

for the upcoming season. 

LATE EVALUATIONS: 

Yes! It is possible to make a team later in the season through a late evaluation. However, spaces on teams 

may be very limited and we are often only looking for athletes of a specific age or skill level. In addition, 

the athlete may miss some of the training, team bonding experiences and memories that make each season 

so special and memorable. All past due fees will still require payment. So don’t put off being a part of one 

of the best all-star cheer programs in the World! 

 


